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Going Dark Jan 24 2022 This 50-page digital original novella introduces readers to Blackout, a series
by acclaimed author Robison Wells that combines the high-stakes intensity of television's Homeland
with the lightning-fast action of Marie Lu's Legend. Something strange is happening to Krezi. She has
a dangerously high fever her doctors can't explain, and objects keep bursting into flames around

her—but the fire doesn't seem to hurt her at all. Krezi wants nothing more than to control her
mysterious abilities. But what she doesn't know is that there are others like her out there . . . and in the
wrong hands, this power could be deadly. Going Dark also features a teaser to Blackout. Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Fight for Power May 04 2020 After sixty-six days of a catastrophic global blackout, life in the suburbs
is not what it used to be for Adam and his fortified neighborhood of Eden Mills. Although an
explosive clash has minimized one threat from outside the walls, Adam's battle-ha
One Silver Summer Jun 04 2020 After losing her mom in an accident, Sass is sent to live with her
uncle in England. Far from her native Brooklyn, the rocky shores and crumbling castles of Cornwall
seem like the perfect place to hide her grief. And when she stumbles across a silver horse in a sunlit
meadow, Sass feels a surprising sense of peace . . . only to have it broken by a boy. Arrogant and
distrustful, the horse's trainer, Alex, doesn't approve of the trespassing American. Yet after a few
chance meetings, he begins to feel a connection to the curious girl with the sad eyes, and offers to
teach her to ride. Sass never expected to feel anything again--least of all love--but the lessons reveal a
far different Alex, and soon their friendship turns into something more. But Alex has a secret--a
bombshell about his family that could shatter Sass's trust . . . and force him to abandon the one girl
who made him believe in himself.
The Legend Thief Dec 31 2019 Sky has more monsters to fight—and lives to save—in the thrilling
sequel to Return to Exile. Sky thought he had problems before. “Before” as in when his uncle
disappeared, he had to move to an odd new town with his family, and, oh yeah, it was up to him to
make sure the world’s deadliest monster didn’t escape from his prison. But none of that compares to
now. “Now” as in when the entire Hunters of Legend are coming to Exile with one mission: kill Sky.

Well, Sky thought there was only one mission, but the longer he stays alive, the more he realizes that
there is something else afoot. And all those friends that he kept in the dark to keep them safe? Turns
out he might have to ask them to risk their lives yet again to stop an unspeakable evil from wreaking
havoc on the world. With art from the illustrator of the Percy Jackson series and praise from New York
Times bestselling writers—including Brandon Mull, author of the Beyonders and Fablehaven series,
and James Dashner, author of The Maze Runner and The Scorch Trials—The Hunter Chronicles blend
bravery and humor into a breathtaking adventure.
Return to Exile Jan 30 2020 On the eve of his twelfth birthday, Sky, who has studied traps, puzzles,
science, and the secret lore of the Hunters of Legend, realizes his destiny as a monster hunter.
The Prey Jun 16 2021 For Gene and the remaining humans - or hepers - death is just a heartbeat away.
On the run and hunted by society, they must find a way to survive in The Vast... and avoid the hungry
predators tracking them in the dark. But they're not the only things following Gene. He's haunted by
the girl he left behind and his burgeoning feelings for Sissy, the human girl at his side. When they
discover a refuge of exiled humans living high in the mountains, Gene and his friends think they're
finally safe. Led by a group of intensely secretive elders, the civilisation begins to raise more questions
than answers. A strict code of behaviour is the rule, harsh punishments are meted out, young men are
nowhere to be found - and Gene begins to wonder if the world they've entered is just as evil as the one
they left behind. As life at the refuge grows more perilous, he and Sissy only grow closer. In an
increasingly violent world, all they have is each other . . . if they can only stay alive.
Blackout Oct 01 2022 Homeland meets Marie Lu's Legend in Blackout, which #1 New York Times
bestselling author Ally Condie called "a thrilling combination of Wells's trademark twists and terror.
Fantastic!" Laura and Alec are highly trained teenage terrorists. Jack and Aubrey are small-town high

school students. There was no reason for their paths ever to cross. But now a mysterious virus is
spreading throughout America, infecting teenagers with impossible superpowers—and all teens are
being rounded up, dragged to government testing facilities, and drafted into the army to fight terrorism.
Suddenly, Jack, Laura, Aubrey, and Alec find their lives intertwined in a complex web of deception,
loyalty, and catastrophic danger—where one wrong choice could trigger an explosion that ends it all.
The Ministry for the Future Mar 14 2021 ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVOURITE READS OF
THE YEAR 'If I could get policymakers and citizens everywhere to read just one book this year, it
would be Kim Stanley Robinson's The Ministry for the Future' Ezra Klein, Vox The Ministry for the
Future is a masterpiece of the imagination, using fictional eyewitness accounts to tell the story of how
climate change will affect us all. Its setting is not a desolate, postapocalyptic world, but a future that is
almost upon us. Chosen by Barack Obama as one of his favorite books of the year, this extraordinary
novel from visionary writer Kim Stanley Robinson will change the way you think about the climate
crisis. 'A novel that presents a rousing vision of how we might unite to overcome the greatest challenge
of our time' TED.com 'A breathtaking look at the challenges that face our planet in all their sprawling
magnitude and also in their intimate, individual moments of humanity' Booklist (starred review)
'Gutsy, humane . . . a must-read for anyone worried about the future of the planet' Publishers Weekly
(starred review) 'A sweeping epic about climate change and humanity's efforts to try and turn the tide
before it's too late' Polygon (Best of the Year) 'Steely, visionary optimism' Guardian
Incarceron Jul 06 2020 Incarceron - a futuristic prison, sealed from view, where the descendants of
the original prisoners live in a dark world torn by rivalry and savagery. It is a terrifying mix of high
technology - a living building which pervades the novel as an ever-watchful, ever-vengeful character,
and a typical medieval torture chamber - chains, great halls, dungeons. A young prisoner, Finn, has

haunting visions of an earlier life, and cannot believe he was born here and has always been here. In
the outer world, Claudia, daughter of the Warden of Incarceron, is trapped in her own form of prison a futuristic world constructed beautifully to look like a past era, an imminent marriage she dreads. She
knows nothing of Incarceron, except that it exists. But there comes a moment when Finn, inside
Incarceron, and Claudia, outside, simultaneously find a device - a crystal key, through which they can
talk to each other. And so the plan for Finn's escape is born ... 'I loved the book. It's a crazy, cool, dark
world ... it's a great story.' -- Taylor Lautner, star of the Twilight movies
The beginning of everything Oct 09 2020 Star athelete and prom king Ezra Faulkner's life is
irreparably transformed by a tragic accident and the arrival of eccentric new girl Cassidy Thorpe.
The Dark Oct 28 2019 From the twisted imagination of New York Times and #1 Audible bestselling
author, Jeremy Robinson, comes a horrifying revelation about the centuries old Three Days of
Darkness prophecy, during which the legions of Hell will be unleashed on the Earth. The Dark is a
mind-bending and character driven sci-fi-infused horror novel like no other. There shall come over the
whole Earth, an intense darkness lasting three days and three nights. Miah Gray is a twenty-sevenyear-old, former Army soldier living in rural New Hampshire with his sister, mother, and her
boyfriend. He is plagued by PTSD, finding solace, but not redemption, with the aid of prescribed
cannabis. All he wants to do is get high, relax with a good sandwich, and watch a meteor shower with
his neighborhood crush-Jen. He who opens his window or door out of curiosity, or leaves his home,
will fall dead on the spot. But when the sun's light is blotted out the following morning, and the world
is plunged into darkness, Miah finds himself locked down with his family, covering windows with
trash bags, lighting candles, and following the arcane rules of an ancient prophecy. But there is no
escaping what comes next. The air will be infected by demons, appearing in all sorts of hideous forms.

A brilliant flash of light fills the sky, leaving Miah changed, and an Old Norse death rune etched onto
his forehead. He fears he has been marked for death until the neighborhood's parents start
disappearing, and he's left behind. Leading Jen and a ragtag group of parentless kids, Miah hunts for
answers and for their parents, while trying to keep his sister safe. He charges headlong down a path
that will take him to the gates of Hell-and then straight through. All of Hell will be let loose. ?
I Am Not A Serial Killer Sep 27 2019 John Wayne Cheever keeps his obsession with serial killers in
check by a set of rigid rules that he lives by, hoping to the prevent himself from committing murder,
but when a body turns up at a laundromat, must confront a danger outside himself.
After the End Apr 26 2022 Michael Grant's Gone series meets M. Night Shyamalan's The Village in
this riveting story of one girl's journey to save the very people who have lied to her for her entire life.
Amy Plum, international bestselling author of the Die for Me series, delivers a fast-paced adventure
perfect for fans of Marie Lu, Veronica Rossi, and Robison Wells. Juneau grew up fearing the outside
world. The elders told her that beyond the borders of their land in the Alaskan wilderness, nuclear war
had destroyed everything. But when Juneau returns from a hunting trip one day and discovers her
people have been abducted, she sets off to find them. And leaving the boundaries for the very first
time, she learns the horrifying truth: World War III never happened. Nothing was destroyed.
Everything she'd ever been taught was a lie. As Juneau comes to terms with an unfathomable
deception, she is forced to survive in a completely foreign world, using only the skills and abilities she
developed in the wild. But while she's struggling to rescue her friends and family, someone else is after
her. Someone who knows the extraordinary truth about her secret past.
Confronting the Challenges of Participatory Culture Apr 14 2021 Many teens today who use the
Internet are actively involved in participatory cultures—joining online communities (Facebook,

message boards, game clans), producing creative work in new forms (digital sampling, modding, fan
videomaking, fan fiction), working in teams to complete tasks and develop new knowledge (as in
Wikipedia), and shaping the flow of media (as in blogging or podcasting). A growing body of
scholarship suggests potential benefits of these activities, including opportunities for peer-to-peer
learning, development of skills useful in the modern workplace, and a more empowered conception of
citizenship. Some argue that young people pick up these key skills and competencies on their own by
interacting with popular culture; but the problems of unequal access, lack of media transparency, and
the breakdown of traditional forms of socialization and professional training suggest a role for policy
and pedagogical intervention. This report aims to shift the conversation about the "digital divide" from
questions about access to technology to questions about access to opportunities for involvement in
participatory culture and how to provide all young people with the chance to develop the cultural
competencies and social skills needed. Fostering these skills, the authors argue, requires a systemic
approach to media education; schools, afterschool programs, and parents all have distinctive roles to
play. The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Reports on Digital Media and Learning
Dark Energy Jul 30 2022 We are not alone. They are here. And there’s no going back. Perfect for fans
of The Fifth Wave and the I Am Number Four series, Dark Energy is a thrilling stand-alone science
fiction adventure from Robison Wells, critically acclaimed author of Variant and Blackout. Five days
ago, a massive UFO crashed in the Midwest. Since then, nothing—or no one—has come out. If it were
up to Alice, she’d be watching the fallout on the news. But her dad is director of special projects at
NASA, so she’s been forced to enroll in a boarding school not far from the crash site. Alice is right in
the middle of the action, but even she isn’t sure what to expect when the aliens finally emerge. Only
one thing is clear: everything has changed.

Feedback Aug 31 2022 Perfect for fans of James Dashner's The Maze Runner, Feedback is the heartstopping sequel to Variant—which Pittacus Lore, author of I Am Number Four, praised as "an intense
journey with some of the most shocking twists and turns I've ever read." Benson Fisher escaped from
Maxfield Academy's deadly rules and brutal gangs. He thought that the worst was over. But now
Benson is trapped in a different kind of prison—a town filled with familiar faces. Classmates from
Maxfield who Benson had seen die. Friends he was afraid he had killed. They are all pawns in the
school's twisted experiment, held captive and controlled by an unseen force. And while Benson
struggles to figure out who, if anyone, can be trusted, he discovers that Maxfield Academy's plans are
darker than anything he imagined—and they may be impossible to stop.
The Swiss Family Robinson (Diversion Illustrated Classics) Feb 10 2021 A beloved adventure
classic, The Swiss Family Robinson is a tale of courage in the face of the unknown that has endured
the test of time. Trapped on a remote island after a storm leaves them shipwrecked, a Swiss pastor, his
wife, and their four sons must pull together if they want to survive. Hunting, farming, and exploring a
strange land for the first time, each son not only tests his own bravery, but discovers a skill all his own
as they each adapt to this new, wild place. Full of wonder, revelation, and invention, this timeless
adventure story has sparked imaginations of readers young and old for generations. Featuring an
appendix of discussion questions, this Diversion Classics edition is ideal for use in book groups and
classrooms. For more classic titles like this, visit www.diversionbooks.com/ebooks/diversion-classics
Split Second Jan 12 2021 Kasie West delivers nail-biting suspense and heart-pounding romance in the
thrilling sequel to Pivot Point. Addie has always been able to see the future when faced with a choice,
but that doesn't make her present any easier. Her boyfriend used her. Her best friend betrayed her. So
when Addie's dad invites her to spend her winter break with him in the Norm world, she jumps at the

chance. There she meets the handsome and achingly familiar Trevor. He's a virtual stranger to her, so
why does her heart do a funny flip every time she sees him? But after witnessing secrets that were
supposed to stay hidden, Trevor quickly seems more suspicious of Addie than interested in her. She
wants to change that. Laila, her best friend, has a secret of her own: she can restore Addie's memories .
. . once she learns how. But there are powerful people who don't want this to happen. Desperate, Laila
tries to manipulate Connor, a brooding bad boy from school—but he seems to be the only boy in the
Compound immune to her charms. And the only one who can help her.
Taken Nov 21 2021 In the isolated town of Claysoot, every male is mysteriously "Heisted" on his
eighteenth birthday, and seventeen-year-old Gray Weathersby is determined to figure out why.
My Fair Godmother Aug 26 2019 After her boyfriend dumps her for her older sister, sophomore
Savannah wishes she could find a true prince to take her to the prom. Enter Chrysanthemum Everstar:
Savannah's gum-chewing, cell phone-carrying, high heel-wearing Fair Godmother. Despite a few
wish-granting mishaps, Savannah's fairy-tale ending might not be as far off as she imagined.
Phoenix Island Oct 21 2021 When a tough sixteen-year-old boxing champ sentenced to an isolated
boot camp discovers it is actually a mercenary training facility turning "throwaway children" into
scientifically enhanced killers, he risks everything to save his friends and stop a madman bent on
global destruction.
Variant Aug 19 2021 Benson Fisher thought that a scholarship to Maxfield Academy would be the
ticket out of his dead-end life. He was wrong. Now he's trapped in a school that's surrounded by a
razor-wire fence, where video cameras monitor his every move—and where breaking the rules equals
death. All Benson wants is to find a way out. But when he stumbles upon the real secret the school has
been hiding, he realizes that escape may be impossible.

Final Blackout Dec 23 2021 The world is in the throes of economic decay and at the mercy of
terrorists. Across this post-apocalyptic landscape marches one extraordinary soldier and his band of
brothers. In a novel as disturbingly plausible as it is powerfully gripping, they are headed into a battle
in which they will have to come to grips with the power of technology and the true price of freedom.
"Compelling . . . riveting . . . Hubbard's best." —Publishers Weekly
Variant Nov 02 2022 Benson Fisher thought that a scholarship to Maxfield Academy would be the
ticket out of his dead-end life. He was wrong. Now he’s trapped in a school that’s surrounded by a
razor-wire fence. A school where video cameras monitor his every move. Where there are no adults.
Where the kids have split into groups in order to survive. Where breaking the rules equals death. But
when Benson stumbles upon the school’s real secret, he realizes that playing by the rules could spell a
fate worse than death, and that escape—his only real hope for survival—may be impossible.
Flying Blind Sep 19 2021 'The astoundingly well reported and beautifully told story of the downfall of
what was once a great American company. A must-read' Bethany McLean, bestselling author of The
Smartest Guys in the Room 'Compelling and richly reported, Flying Blind is about so much more than
the sad decline of Boeing and the tragic mistakes that led to the 737 Max disaster. It's also the urgent
story of how the almighty profit motive supplanted a culture of engineering excellence in boardrooms
across America' Brad Stone, bestselling author of The Everything Store The definitive exposé of how
Boeing put profit before passengers, leading to the devastating loss of life in the 737 MAX crashes and
the downfall of an American business giant In examining the history of the 737, Flying Blind explores
how Boeing's new management degraded a highly-regarded plane with cost-focused mandates and
skimped on testing in the race to match a competing plane from Airbus. How Boeing outsourced
software work to poorly paid graduates in India and convinced the US Federal Aviation Authority to

put the MAX into service without requiring pilots to undergo simulator training, and how ultimately
these failures resulted in the deaths of 346 Boeing passengers. Framed around the 737 MAX crashes,
Flying Blind is the definitive exposé that for the first time tells the larger, decades-long story of how a
corrupt corporate culture paved the way for a cataclysm that cost lives. 'Vividly written and
meticulously researched, Flying Blind is a story everyone - every consumer, every citizen, every
worker in every industry - needs to read' Diana B. Henriques, New York Times bestselling author of
The Wizard of Lies: Bernie Madoff and the Death of Trust 'A gripping narrative and required reading
for anyone who wants to understand how one of America's mightiest corporations veered so badly off
course' Sheelah Kolhatkar, New Yorker staff writer and bestselling author of Black Edge
Ruins (Partials, Book 3) Apr 02 2020 The only hope for humanity isn’t human. But she’s fighting to
stop a war that could destroy them all...
The Hunt Trilogy Jun 24 2019 Don't Sweat. Don't Laugh. Don't draw attention to yourself. And most
of all, whatever you do, do not fall in love with one of them. Gene has a deadly secret: he's one of the
last remaining humans alive and he's trying to pass in a society of predators who hunger for his blood.
Unlike his classmates, he can't run with lightning speed, sunlight doesn't hurt him and he doesn't have
an unquenchable blood lust. Gene's only defense lies in his carefully constructed façade, but when he's
chosen for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to hunt the last remaining humans, Gene's life begins to
crumble around him, especially when he's faced with disturbing new truths about his past and a destiny
he never imagined. An action-packed debut from author Andrew Fukuda, the Hunt Trilogy follows
Gene as he fights to escape the hungry predators chasing. Get caught up in the action with The Hunt,
The Prey and The Trap. Together for the first time in one collection.
The Way of Kings Prime Jul 26 2019

The Warning Mar 26 2022 Two roads lead to Mount Hope. None leads out. Following a freak nuclear
power-plant explosion, the small southern town was evacuated. Now, after a year in isolation, some
residents are finally allowed to return home. Best friends Maggie and Jordan quickly discover that
Mount Hope is not as it was before. The roads leading out of town are blocked, phone networks and
the Internet are cut off, and the power plant remains on military lockdown. Something is horribly
wrong, and their determination to uncover the truth soon has Maggie and Jordan in the crosshairs of a
force more sinister than any they could have imagined.
The Hunt Mar 02 2020 'Brilliant and addictive . . .Think of The Hunger Gameswith vampires' Richelle
Mead Against all odds, 17-year-old Gene has survived in a world where humans have been eaten to
near extinction by the general population. Every decade there is a government sponsored hunt. When
Gene is selected, he must learn the art of the hunt while eluding his fellow competitors whose
suspicions about his true nature are growing . . .
If We Survive Aug 07 2020 When revolutionaries seize control of a country in Central America where
sixteen-year-old Will is serving at a mission, he and the other volunteers find themselves in a desperate
race to escape the violence and return home.
The Rule of Three: Fight for Power May 16 2021 In a world gone dark, life goes on for Adam and his
fortified neighborhood of Eden Mills—even if the extreme steps taken by his battle-hardened mentor
Herb, his police chief mom, and the other leaders in the name of security and survival are increasingly
wrenching and questionable. But with renewed determination, Adam will follow Herb’s lead: he’ll do
what it takes, he’ll make sense of having had to defeat the enemy in such awful ways. All that matters
is that their suburban home is safe again—in a blackened world that still feels like a place worth living
in. So when the next threat, more deadly and dangerous for being so unexpected, comes from within

the walls, Adam isn’t ready for it. And soon the very person in whom this sixteen-year-old has placed
all his hopes will pay the price, because of Adam’s mistakes, and mistaken trust.
Pivot Point Feb 22 2022 Perfect for fans of Sliding Doors, Kasie West's riveting novel Pivot Point
follows a girl with the power to see her potential futures. Addison Coleman's life is one big "What if?"
As a Searcher, a special type of clairvoyant, whenever Addie is faced with a choice, she is able to look
into the future and see both outcomes. So when her parents tell her they are getting a divorce and she
has to pick who she wants to live with, a Search has never been more important. In one future Addie is
living with her mom in the life she's always known and is being pursued by the most popular guy in
school. In the other she is the new girl in school, where she falls for a cute, quiet artist. Then Addie
finds herself drawn into a murder investigation, and her fate takes a darker turn. With so much to lose
in either future, Addie must decide which reality she's willing to live through . . . and who she's willing
to live without.
The Counterfeit Dec 11 2020 Eric and his girlfriend Rebekah believe they are safe hiding under the
witness protection program. But when a bomb explodes, nearly killing them, they know they must rely
on themselves to find out who has infiltrated the FBI. Their shocking conclusion leads them on a
dangerous chase. Eric and Rebekah are battling the powers behind a financial conspiracy that has
lasted hundreds of years and may only end with the destruction of mankind.
I Am Number Four Nov 09 2020 John Smith is not your average teenager. He regularly moves from
small town to small town. He changes his name and identity. He does not put down roots. He cannot
tell anyone who or what he really is. If he stops moving those who hunt him will find and kill him. But
you can't run forever. So when he stops in Paradise, Ohio, John decides to try and settle down. To fit
in. And for the first time he makes some real friends. People he cares about - and who care about him.

Never in John's short life has there been space for friendship, or even love. But it's just a matter of time
before John's secret is revealed. He was once one of nine. Three of them have been killed. John is
Number Four. He knows that he is next . . .
Fragments Nov 29 2019 Author Dan Wells is back with the sequel to the sci-fi blockbuster Partials,
which Pittacus Lore called a "thrilling sci-fi adrenaline rush, with one of the most compelling and
frightening visions of Earth's future I've seen yet." After discovering the cure for RM, Kira Walker sets
off on a terrifying journey into the ruins of postapocalyptic America and the darkest desires of her
heart in order to uncover the means—and a reason—for humanity's survival. Dan Wells extends his
richly imagined, gritty world and introduces new memorable characters in this second installment in
the Partials Sequence.
The Sinner and the Saint Sep 07 2020 *A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice * One of
The East Hampton Star's 10 Best Books of the Year* From the New York Times bestselling author of
The Most Dangerous Book, the true story behind the creation of another masterpiece of world
literature, Fyodor Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment. The Sinner and the Saint is the deeply
researched and immersive tale of how Dostoevsky came to write this great murder story—and why it
changed the world. As a young man, Dostoevsky was a celebrated writer, but his involvement with the
radical politics of his day condemned him to a long Siberian exile. There, he spent years studying the
criminals that were his companions. Upon his return to St. Petersburg in the 1860s, he fought his way
through gambling addiction, debilitating debt, epilepsy, the deaths of those closest to him, and literary
banishment to craft an enduring classic. The germ of Crime and Punishment came from the sensational
story of Pierre François Lacenaire, a notorious murderer who charmed and outraged Paris in the 1830s.
Lacenaire was a glamorous egoist who embodied the instincts that lie beneath nihilism, a western-

influenced philosophy inspiring a new generation of Russian revolutionaries. Dostoevsky began
creating a Russian incarnation of Lacenaire, a character who could demonstrate the errors of radical
politics and ideas. His name would be Raskolnikov. Lacenaire shaped Raskolnikov in profound ways,
but the deeper insight, as Birmingham shows, is that Raskolnikov began to merge with Dostoevsky.
Dostoevsky was determined to tell a murder story from the murderer's perspective, but his character
couldn't be a monster. No. The murderer would be chilling because he wants so desperately to be good.
The writing consumed Dostoevsky. As his debts and the predatory terms of his contract caught up with
him, he hired a stenographer to dictate the final chapters in time. Anna Grigorievna became
Dostoevsky's first reader and chief critic and changed the way he wrote forever. By the time
Dostoevsky finished his great novel, he had fallen in love. Dostoevsky's great subject was selfconsciousness. Crime and Punishment advanced a revolution in artistic thinking and began the greatest
phase of Dostoevsky's career. The Sinner and the Saint now gives us the thrilling and definitive story
of that triumph.
Dead Zone Jun 28 2022 Homeland meets Marie Lu’s Legend in the explosive sequel to Blackout,
which #1 New York Times bestselling author Ally Condie called “a thrilling combination of Wells’s
trademark twists and terror. Fantastic!” It began with a virus. Then a series of attacks erupted across
the nation. Now America is at war—and a handful of teens with impossible powers are its only
defense. In Dead Zone, Robison Wells delivers his most nail-bitingly tense read yet—and an
electrifying conclusion to a two-book series that’s perfect for fans of The Maze Runner and I Am
Number Four.
Life Inside My Mind May 28 2022 “Who better to raise teens’ awareness of mental illness and health
than the YA authors they admire?” —Booklist (starred review) “[A] much-needed, enlightening

book.” —School Library Journal (starred review) Your favorite YA authors including Ellen Hopkins,
Maureen Johnson, and more recount their own experiences with mental health in this raw, real, and
powerful collection of essays that explores everything from ADD to PTSD. Have you ever felt like
you just couldn’t get out of bed? Not the occasional morning, but every day? Do you find yourself
listening to a voice in your head that says “you’re not good enough,” “not good looking enough,” “not
thin enough,” or “not smart enough”? Have you ever found yourself unable to do homework or pay
attention in class unless everything is “just so” on your desk? Everyone has had days like that, but
what if you have them every day? You’re not alone. Millions of people are going through similar
things. However issues around mental health still tend to be treated as something shrouded in shame or
discussed in whispers. It’s easier to have a broken bone—something tangible that can be “fixed”—than
to have a mental illness, and easier to have a discussion about sex than it is to have one about mental
health. Life Inside My Mind is an anthology of true-life events from writers of this generation, for this
generation. These essays tackle everything from neurodiversity to addiction to OCD to PTSD and
much more. The goals of this book range from providing a home to those who are feeling alone,
awareness to those who are witnessing a friend or family member struggle, and to open the floodgates
to conversation.
Michael Vey 2 Jul 18 2021 Michael must save his mother—and protect his powers—in the electric
sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling Michael Vey, from Richard Paul Evans. I rolled over to
my back, struggling for breath. The pain continued to pulse through my body—a heavy throb followed
by a sharp, crisp sting. The man said, “Trust me, there are worse things in this world than Cell 25.”
Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan have escaped from the Elgen Academy in
Pasadena and are headed back to Idaho to plan their next move. But what’s waiting for them there will

change everything. After using their wits and powers to narrowly escape an Elgen trap, a mysterious
voice leads the Electroclan to the jungles of Peru in search of Michael’s mother. Once there, they
discover that Dr. Hatch and the Elgen are far more powerful than anyone realizes; entire countries have
begun to fall under their control. Only the Electroclan and an anonymous voice now stand in the way
of the Elgen’s plan for global domination. But is the voice that Michael is following really an ally, or
is it just another Elgen trap?
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